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The role of the solver execution script in HyperStudy is to provide the name and location of the file 

which HST uses to execute the model

scripts can be constructed in any 

set of commands.   This generality is by design so that HyperStudy is flexible enough to be wrapped 

around any non-interactive process.  The purpose of this document is to frame the

script within HyperStudy, provide

simple examples.   

2.

A HyperStudy model is a construct that maps a set of independent variable

responses.  The model consists of three independent steps: writing, executing, and extracting.  The 

writing of the model files is the process of getting the independent variable out of HyperStudy and into 

another format.  Most times this corresponds to the writing 

true in the extraction step: data exists in some output files and must be absorbed into HyperStudy.  The 

solver script is responsible for bridging the gap in getting from the input

this role, the question to ask is: Given an input file, how do I generate the output

At first glance this question may seem overly simple, but the answer to this question will provide the 

blueprint on how to construct the solver script.   Imagine being handed a file, and asked to get the 

results.  If the process is as simple as submitting the file as 

then the HyperStudy solver script can be as simple as a single line.  If the

such as uploading the file to a server, submitting the file to a queue, waiting for it to finish, and then 

downloading the file, then the solver script must perform all these actions

what the solver script must do is

given the input, but non-interactively

HyperStudy until the process is completed and the output files a

From this point of view, the process of creating a solver script is independent of HyperStudy.  A good 

starting point is to take a single input file that is representative of what HyperStudy will be creating 

during its model writing step, and

script.  The goal is to be able to get from input to output in one “click”.  In particular, the one click 

should be the Enter key as you execute a single command on an operating syste

DOS on Windows or a shell on Unix/Linux/Mac.  

                                                                                                         

role of the solver script within 

 related examples and FAQ. 

1. Introduction 

The role of the solver execution script in HyperStudy is to provide the name and location of the file 

which HST uses to execute the model.  There is no unique method to the construction of these files. The 

scripts can be constructed in any language, and its contents can be as simple as a single line or a detailed 

set of commands.   This generality is by design so that HyperStudy is flexible enough to be wrapped 

interactive process.  The purpose of this document is to frame the

provide some general tips on common script structures, and 

2. The Role of a Script in a HyperStudy Model 

A HyperStudy model is a construct that maps a set of independent variables to a set of dependent 

ists of three independent steps: writing, executing, and extracting.  The 

writing of the model files is the process of getting the independent variable out of HyperStudy and into 

this corresponds to the writing of a file in some format.  The opposite is 

true in the extraction step: data exists in some output files and must be absorbed into HyperStudy.  The 

solver script is responsible for bridging the gap in getting from the input file to the output files.

Given an input file, how do I generate the output

At first glance this question may seem overly simple, but the answer to this question will provide the 

t the solver script.   Imagine being handed a file, and asked to get the 

ple as submitting the file as direct input to some program’s executable, 

then the HyperStudy solver script can be as simple as a single line.  If there are many steps involved, 

such as uploading the file to a server, submitting the file to a queue, waiting for it to finish, and then 

downloading the file, then the solver script must perform all these actions, too.  

script must do is that it must do all which you would do manually to 

interactively.  The solver script should not finish and return control back to 

HyperStudy until the process is completed and the output files are generated. 

From this point of view, the process of creating a solver script is independent of HyperStudy.  A good 

starting point is to take a single input file that is representative of what HyperStudy will be creating 

during its model writing step, and begin to capture the steps required to work with this file into a batch 

script.  The goal is to be able to get from input to output in one “click”.  In particular, the one click 

should be the Enter key as you execute a single command on an operating system command prompt: 

DOS on Windows or a shell on Unix/Linux/Mac.  If one can execute a single command line statement 

 

solver script within 

examples and FAQ.  

The role of the solver execution script in HyperStudy is to provide the name and location of the file 

.  There is no unique method to the construction of these files. The 

language, and its contents can be as simple as a single line or a detailed 

set of commands.   This generality is by design so that HyperStudy is flexible enough to be wrapped 

interactive process.  The purpose of this document is to frame the role of the solver 

some general tips on common script structures, and illustrate some 

s to a set of dependent 

ists of three independent steps: writing, executing, and extracting.  The 

writing of the model files is the process of getting the independent variable out of HyperStudy and into 

a file in some format.  The opposite is 

true in the extraction step: data exists in some output files and must be absorbed into HyperStudy.  The 

file to the output files.  From 

Given an input file, how do I generate the output files? 

At first glance this question may seem overly simple, but the answer to this question will provide the 

t the solver script.   Imagine being handed a file, and asked to get the 

direct input to some program’s executable, 

re are many steps involved, 

such as uploading the file to a server, submitting the file to a queue, waiting for it to finish, and then 

.  The general answer to 

you would do manually to create the outputs 

The solver script should not finish and return control back to 

From this point of view, the process of creating a solver script is independent of HyperStudy.  A good 

starting point is to take a single input file that is representative of what HyperStudy will be creating 

begin to capture the steps required to work with this file into a batch 

script.  The goal is to be able to get from input to output in one “click”.  In particular, the one click 

m command prompt: 

If one can execute a single command line statement 



                                                                                                         

that , when executed in the same directory as the input file, will generate the required output files in 

that same directory, then the solver

recommendation of Altair that, when possible,

HyperStudy until this goal is achieved.

The following sections provide some simple examples to illus

purposes of this document, the intended solver will be OptiStruct.

 

Many programs already have a simple command line executable to begin a batch solution.  This 

command will generally take some additional arguments.  In general the command line syntax to 

perform these operations takes the form of an executable command followed by space separated 

arguments: 

� [Command] [ Arguments]  

For example, the file to call the OptiStruct so

Files\Altair\12.0.110\hwsolvers

arguments, for example the name of the input file and a selection of the number of cpus

command line syntax in this case would be

� “C:\Program Files\Altair\

So the [Command] is “C:\Program Files

[Arguments] is “myFile.fem –

script.  And the solver input arguments

the context of the solver input arguments, the quotes are not needed and are used here to isolate 

the required text.  Another HyperStudy entry is the 

that will be written by HyperStudy during the 

accessible from the internal variable “

arguments, letting HyperStudy substitute this entry for you.  In this case the 

would take the form “$file –

In this example, we will enhance the above d

having to type out a set of input arguments, we can create a general purpose script that has our 

preferred options hard coded, yet can take a variable input file. The windows batch file (extension 

*.bat) that will perform this operation contains the line:

“C:\Program Files\Altair\

                                                                                                         

that , when executed in the same directory as the input file, will generate the required output files in 

that same directory, then the solver script is ready to be used within HyperStudy.

, when possible, the solver script be tested and debugged outside of 

HyperStudy until this goal is achieved. 

The following sections provide some simple examples to illustrate basic solver script situations.

purposes of this document, the intended solver will be OptiStruct. 

Case 1: Direct call to executable 

Many programs already have a simple command line executable to begin a batch solution.  This 

enerally take some additional arguments.  In general the command line syntax to 

perform these operations takes the form of an executable command followed by space separated 

[Command] [ Arguments]   

For example, the file to call the OptiStruct solver may be located, on windows, at “

hwsolvers\scripts\optistruct.bat”.  This command can take several optional 

for example the name of the input file and a selection of the number of cpus

syntax in this case would be 

\12.0.110\hwsolvers\scripts\optistruct.bat” test

Program Files\Altair\12.0.110\hwsolvers\scripts\optistruct.bat

–ncpu 4”.  The command is stored in HyperStudy as 

solver input arguments entry would take the text “test.fem  –

the context of the solver input arguments, the quotes are not needed and are used here to isolate 

ired text.  Another HyperStudy entry is the solver input file, which is the name of the file 

that will be written by HyperStudy during the model writing phase.  The value of this entry is 

accessible from the internal variable “$file”, which in turn can be accessed in the solver input 

, letting HyperStudy substitute this entry for you.  In this case the 

–ncpu 4”.  

Case 2: Basic solver script with arguments 

In this example, we will enhance the above direct call idea to be a little more elegant.  Rather than 

a set of input arguments, we can create a general purpose script that has our 

preferred options hard coded, yet can take a variable input file. The windows batch file (extension 

.bat) that will perform this operation contains the line: 

\12.0.110\hwsolvers\scripts\optistruct.bat” %1 –

 

that , when executed in the same directory as the input file, will generate the required output files in 

script is ready to be used within HyperStudy.  It is the 

the solver script be tested and debugged outside of 

trate basic solver script situations.  For the 

Many programs already have a simple command line executable to begin a batch solution.  This 

enerally take some additional arguments.  In general the command line syntax to 

perform these operations takes the form of an executable command followed by space separated 

lver may be located, on windows, at “C:\Program 

”.  This command can take several optional 

for example the name of the input file and a selection of the number of cpus.  So the 

test.fem –ncpu 4 

optistruct.bat”, and 

is stored in HyperStudy as the solver execution 

–ncpu 4”.  Note that in 

the context of the solver input arguments, the quotes are not needed and are used here to isolate 

, which is the name of the file 

writing phase.  The value of this entry is 

accessed in the solver input 

, letting HyperStudy substitute this entry for you.  In this case the solver input arguments 

irect call idea to be a little more elegant.  Rather than 

a set of input arguments, we can create a general purpose script that has our 

preferred options hard coded, yet can take a variable input file. The windows batch file (extension 

–ncpu 4 –core in 



                                                                                                         

Here the syntax %1 is a substitution of the first argument to this script, which of course, we wan

to be the input file [%2 would be second argument, and so on]

as the solver script and have the solver input arguments as “$file”.

Without going into details, note that a similar syntax is available on linux/unix shells.  

syntax depends on what type of shell script is being written, but for Bash shells the syntax is $n to 

access the nth argument. 

Sometimes the script must perform several operations in sequence.  Here we will copy a file into the 

current directory, check to see if the output file exists, and if it does then remove it.  Finally we can 

execute the same solution as in the previous exam

lines: 

copy “C:\Documents\aux_input.txt” .

if exist %2 ( 

   del %2 

) 

“C:\Program Files\Altair\

In this case, the solver input arguments coul

Another common need is to create dynamic scripts which maintain portability by taking advantage 

of HyperStudy’s environment variables

file to be copied is listed with a fully qualified path.  Instead, we may require that the file be located in 

the HyperStudy study directory and copied to the current 

the environment variables named 

HyperStudy environment variables is contained within the help 

Variables).   Note that because these 

variables can only be run successfully 

modified as: 

copy %STUDY_DIR_PATH%aux_input.txt %STUDY_RUN_PATH%

                                                                                                         

Here the syntax %1 is a substitution of the first argument to this script, which of course, we wan

[%2 would be second argument, and so on].  So we could register this batch file 

as the solver script and have the solver input arguments as “$file”.   

Without going into details, note that a similar syntax is available on linux/unix shells.  

syntax depends on what type of shell script is being written, but for Bash shells the syntax is $n to 

Case 3: Script with simple logic 

Sometimes the script must perform several operations in sequence.  Here we will copy a file into the 

current directory, check to see if the output file exists, and if it does then remove it.  Finally we can 

execute the same solution as in the previous examples.  So in this case the solver script contains the 

aux_input.txt” . 

\12.0.110\hwsolvers\scripts\optistruct.bat” %1 –

In this case, the solver input arguments could be “$file output.txt”. 

Case 4: Waiting for an output file 

Another common need is to create dynamic scripts which maintain portability by taking advantage 

environment variables.  For example, take the script considered above in case 3.  Th

file to be copied is listed with a fully qualified path.  Instead, we may require that the file be located in 

and copied to the current run directory, which are

named STUDY_DIR_PATH and STUDY_RUN_PATH.  A complete list of 

HyperStudy environment variables is contained within the help (More On Files – 

Note that because these are HyperStudy environment variables, a script with these 

only be run successfully from within HyperStudy.  In this case, the above script can be 

%STUDY_DIR_PATH%aux_input.txt %STUDY_RUN_PATH% 

 

Here the syntax %1 is a substitution of the first argument to this script, which of course, we want it 

.  So we could register this batch file 

Without going into details, note that a similar syntax is available on linux/unix shells.  The exact 

syntax depends on what type of shell script is being written, but for Bash shells the syntax is $n to 

 

 

Sometimes the script must perform several operations in sequence.  Here we will copy a file into the 

current directory, check to see if the output file exists, and if it does then remove it.  Finally we can 

the solver script contains the 

–ncpu 4 –core in 

Another common need is to create dynamic scripts which maintain portability by taking advantage 

.  For example, take the script considered above in case 3.  The 

file to be copied is listed with a fully qualified path.  Instead, we may require that the file be located in 

are stored respectively in 

.  A complete list of 

 Process Environment 

environment variables, a script with these 

within HyperStudy.  In this case, the above script can be 



                                                                                                         

if exist %2 ( 

   del %2 

) 

“C:\Program Files\Altair\

While most commands wait until they are completed to give control back to the script, some commands 

return control immediately.  This is common, for example, with queuing systems.  In this case, additional 

logic is required in the script to wait before moving onto the next steps in the script.  One solution to 

this problem is wait for a particular file that only exists when the process in complete.    The example of 

this script may contain: 

setlocal EnableDelayedExpansion

copy %STUDY_DIR_PATH%aux_input.txt %STUDY_RUN_PATH%

if exist %2 ( 

   del %2 

) 

"C:\Program Files\Altair\

set /a counter=0 

:loop1 

if exist %2 ( 

   goto eof 

) else ( 

   ping 1.1.1.1 –n 1 –w 3000 > nul

   set /a counter+=1 

   echo !counter! > txt.txt

   if !counter! LEQ 100 ( 

      goto loop1 

   ) 

   goto loop2 

) 

:loop2 

echo "Exiting From Lack of file" > errort.txt

:eof 

This case occurs when HyperStudy is to be run on local machine, while the execution of the solver is to 

be done on another machine. In this case, the solver script must perform the following actions:

1) Upload the results file to the remote machine

2) Submit the job on the re

3) Download the results back to the local machine.

                                                                                                         

\12.0.110\hwsolvers\scripts\optistruct.bat” %1 –

Case 5: Waiting for an output file 

While most commands wait until they are completed to give control back to the script, some commands 

return control immediately.  This is common, for example, with queuing systems.  In this case, additional 

ic is required in the script to wait before moving onto the next steps in the script.  One solution to 

this problem is wait for a particular file that only exists when the process in complete.    The example of 

edExpansion  

%STUDY_DIR_PATH%aux_input.txt %STUDY_RUN_PATH% 

\12.0.110\hwsolvers\scripts\optistruct.bat" %1 -

w 3000 > nul 

echo !counter! > txt.txt 

 

echo "Exiting From Lack of file" > errort.txt 

Case 6: Solving on a remote machine 

rs when HyperStudy is to be run on local machine, while the execution of the solver is to 

be done on another machine. In this case, the solver script must perform the following actions:

Upload the results file to the remote machine 

Submit the job on the remote machine 

Download the results back to the local machine. 

 

–ncpu 4 –core in 

While most commands wait until they are completed to give control back to the script, some commands 

return control immediately.  This is common, for example, with queuing systems.  In this case, additional 

ic is required in the script to wait before moving onto the next steps in the script.  One solution to 

this problem is wait for a particular file that only exists when the process in complete.    The example of 

-ncpu 4 -core in 

rs when HyperStudy is to be run on local machine, while the execution of the solver is to 

be done on another machine. In this case, the solver script must perform the following actions: 



                                                                                                         

The required steps to perform these actions are entirely dependent on the network where it is to be 

performed.  The interested user is encouraged to work with the local IT department to understan

this could be configured on their network.  A generic example set of codes is provided within the 

HyperStudy help for this use case.  However, it is worth noting that this usage requires the transfer of 

many files over a network.  This inefficiency c

There are two notable alternatives to this setup with large network traffic.  One is to run HyperStudy 

directly on the remote machine 

option to setup the HyperStudy problem on a Windows machine, then run HyperStudy in batch mode on 

the remote machine.  Both of these options would result in a significant reduction in run time by cutting 

out network file transfers as part the solver execution.

                                                                                                         

The required steps to perform these actions are entirely dependent on the network where it is to be 

performed.  The interested user is encouraged to work with the local IT department to understan

this could be configured on their network.  A generic example set of codes is provided within the 

HyperStudy help for this use case.  However, it is worth noting that this usage requires the transfer of 

many files over a network.  This inefficiency can significantly drive up solution time.

There are two notable alternatives to this setup with large network traffic.  One is to run HyperStudy 

directly on the remote machine via a remote desktop program or Altair’s Display Manager.  Another 

p the HyperStudy problem on a Windows machine, then run HyperStudy in batch mode on 

the remote machine.  Both of these options would result in a significant reduction in run time by cutting 

out network file transfers as part the solver execution. 

 

The required steps to perform these actions are entirely dependent on the network where it is to be 

performed.  The interested user is encouraged to work with the local IT department to understand how 

this could be configured on their network.  A generic example set of codes is provided within the 

HyperStudy help for this use case.  However, it is worth noting that this usage requires the transfer of 

an significantly drive up solution time. 

There are two notable alternatives to this setup with large network traffic.  One is to run HyperStudy 

Display Manager.  Another 

p the HyperStudy problem on a Windows machine, then run HyperStudy in batch mode on 

the remote machine.  Both of these options would result in a significant reduction in run time by cutting 


